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Candidates for the CRA Committee 2021/22 

1.  Jeremy Labram, Chair – Prospect Place  
Much of what I realistically hoped for last year has not won favour from the Council’s process for judging 
the various wards’ bids for consideration as a Liveable Neighbourhood.  I’m not giving up on this, but, if re-
elected this year, I may need to relinquish the Chairpersonship the following year to press Camden’s 
case.  To enable an orderly transition to a successor I’m making this announcement good and early, in the 
hope that a strong candidate is in place by this time next year which will be the end of my fifth year. 
I’m very interested in matters other than traffic, believe it or not, and have provided plenty of personal 
labour to the Camden Meadow project (great not being the boss!) and will love to see the Street Party 
come to fruition next year. 

Proposer:  John Long   Seconder:  Chris Smith 

2.  Nigel Pollard, Treasurer - Leopold Buildings 
Leopold Buildings have been my home since 1992. My interests during the year, apart from looking after 
our finances, have been with Hedgemead Park (through the Friends Group), together with the future of the 
land above it, now known as Camden Meadow. An interest in local community issues, initially helping to 
formulate debate on the local traffic issues and the Council’s plans for ‘Liveable Neighbourhoods’ are also 
topics that matter to me. Further interests include local history, and, post-pandemic, enjoying Bath’s music 
and theatre scene. 

Proposer:  Rachel Demuth  Seconder:  Robert Williams 

3.  Louise Coates, Secretary – City View 
Since starting up the Camden Cares initiative in the early days of the lock-downs, with Jeremy and 3SG, the 
requirement for neighbourly support has changed, and I continue to assist with residents’ calls for help as 
needed. It has been a delight to meet in person (and in gardens) some of the people we helped at the time. 
This coming year I intend to focus on raising community involvement, with social events and maybe even a 
street party for the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee in June!  The constant issues of traffic, weeds and rubbish 
concern me but it’s the people that make Camden special – such as the many Covid volunteers, regular rubbish collectors and 
residents who are putting so much effort into restoring our fabulous meadow. Let’s celebrate and make more of that. 
I enjoy working as a tour guide in our wonderful city as well as being a member of the CRA, and always encourage others to 
join up – it’s interesting, lively and worthwhile.  I’m happy to stand as Secretary again next year. 

Proposer:  Chris Smith   Seconder:  John Long 

4.  Robert Williams, Web-site Manager – Upper Camden Place 
In my role as website manager my main achievement this year was to move our site to a cheaper, UK based 
hosting service that uses renewable energy.  
 
After the disappointment of not getting a liveable neighbourhood approved for Camden, we are regrouping 
and working on our future approach to traffic problems in our area. The CRA has also been involved in 
supporting the community throughout the pandemic and has helped with other initiatives to improve 
Camden. I'd like to continue to be a part of that. 

Proposer:  Louise Coates   Seconder:  Nigel Pollard 

5.  Bob Crampton, Committee Member – Camden Road  
More than 25 years - that’s how long I and my family have lived on Camden Road. Up to now my time has 
been taken up with a television career. Now I live without any deadlines and stress. I joined the committee 
a year ago and have enjoyed contributing to the CRA over this time. I hope to continue to do so. 

Proposer:  Jeremy Labram   Seconder:  Robert Williams 
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6.  Rachel Demuth, Committee Member – Belgrave Crescent 
I have lived in Bath since 1984 and moved into Belgrave Crescent in 1995. I’ve been on the committee for 
two years as the representative for Belgrave Crescent; I’m keen to make sure that Belgrave Crescent is well 
represented in the larger Camden area. I’m also campaigning for a healthier environment for Camden and 
all of Bath. 

Proposer:  Louise Coates   Seconded:  Nigel Pollard 

7.  John Long, Committee Member – Lower Camden Place 
Hello, I’m John.  I live at Lower Camden Place with my wife and little lad.  We love Camden!  It’s one of Bath’s 
great neighbourhoods, so I’m more than happy to serve another year and continue playing my small part in 
preserving all that’s good about this place, and working to improve the few things that occasionally need a 
nudge.  My big achievement in the past year has been to set up the Friends of Camden Meadow organisation, 
a group of local people (open to all) working with the Council to improve the bio-diversity, sustainability, 
and appearance of the land in front of Camden Crescent (you can read more about this at 
www.camdenmeadow.org).  Professionally, I’m an ethical property developer (yes, there is such a thing) working around the 
UK on major urban regeneration projects that prioritise people, place and planet above profit.  I like a challenge. 

Proposer:  Nigel Pollard   Seconder:  Jeremy Labram 

8. Elaine Morrell, Committee Member  
I moved to Bath 16 years ago and after 7 years came to Camden. Having a community as well as helping to 
make Camden a great place to live is essential to me. I am a keen gardener finding it appealing to make it an 
even more attractive place to be, so I am involved with developing Camden Meadow. It is key to me to make 
Camden a safer and attractive environment for all. 
As a former company director, Finance has always figured high and I have previously put this to good use as Treasurer of two 
charities. The CRA allows me to repay my community for all the benefits it brings. 
Professionally I work in IT Project Managing and Training, where I have brought change into a variety of organisations. It is 
exciting to be involved with the CRA and be part of the Residents Association as it develops the quality of life here in Camden. 

Proposer:  John Long   Seconder:  Louise Coates 

9.  Chris Smith, Committee Member – Upper Camden Place 
I moved to Bath from Australia more than 20 years ago. I joined the CRA as it was active in improving local 
issues, such as street parking, vehicle speeding and traffic emissions. It is good to be able to help and put 
something back into our beautiful neighbourhood which we so much enjoy. I serve as Neighbourhood Watch 
Coordinator for Upper Camden Place/Camden Terrace and remove litter from pavements there and along St 
Stephens Rd.  I have also run the snow patrols on Camden Road, St Stephen’s Rd, Belgrave Crescent and 
Upper Hedgemead Rd., gritting and salting the pavements and the bits of the road that the council don’t get 
to. 

Proposer:  Jeremy Labram   Seconder:  Patrick Anketell Jones 

10.  Araminta Stokes-Rhys , Committee Member – Camden Crescent 
When I moved to Camden Crescent earlier this year, I was intrigued by the history behind Camden 
Meadow and keen to find out whether it could (or would) be restored. I was therefore delighted to 
receive, only a few weeks later, a flyer about the Friends of Camden Meadow, which became my first 
introduction to the CRA. 

Working on Camden Meadow has been a wonderful opportunity to meet and collaborate with friends 
and neighbours around Camden, so when the prospect arose of becoming a member of the CRA, it felt like a natural 
step. 

Having worked as a publicist in publishing (a bit of a mouthful!) and now as the Sales and Marketing Head for a garden 
furniture and festive company, I have a varied background in communications, design, and organisational 
management; I’m keen to put those skills to work helping the CRA build on its wonderful work and continue to bring its 
goals to life for the Camden community. 

Proposer: John Long   Seconder: Jeremy Labram 

 


